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PRE–ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

Directions: Answer the following cyber safety questions
on a separate sheet of paper.

(1) Define PERMANENT.

(2) Define PUBLIC.

(3) Define PRIVATE.

(4) List some examples of things people keep private.

(5) List some examples of digital tools.

(6)  Who can be affected by my use of digital tools?

(7)  Should we use digital tools to share
personal information with someone
we do not know?

(8)  True or False: Digital tools are
created for sharing information.

(9)  Why it is important to think
about what you are doing with
digital technology before you
use it?

(10)   True or False: Information
that I share with digital
tools can always be kept
private from others.

*Answers on page 34.
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PUBLIC &  
PERMANENT

Lesson Preview:
Students will learn and lead a discussion on the reasons why it is important to be smart 
when taking pictures with digital tools.

Objectives:
(1)  Students will be able to define the terms “Public” & “Permanent” after reading pages  

4-7 in the Cyman storybook.

(2)  Students will be able to provide examples of pictures that are appropriate to take and 
keep using a digital tool (under the terms of Public and Permanent™).

(3)  Students will apply knowledge of taking and keeping appropriate pictures through their 
own digital creations.

Materials:
•  Cyman Learns Cyber Smarts and Dangers storybook (may be purchased separately at 

www.youthlight.com)
• Computer(s)
• Digital cameras/disposable cameras
• Magazines, ads, photographs, or drawings.

Sequence:
•  Pre-Class Activity – Introduce creating pictures  

using digital tools

•  Read Cyman Learns Cyber Smarts  
and Dangers pages 4-7

• Activity #1: Guided reading

•  Activity #2: Answer questions on  
page 11 of this curriculum

• Activity #3: Create and critique pictures

• Activity #4: Public and Permanent Pictures

• Whole class discussion
   • Share student work
   • Answer questions from students
• Closure Review questions
   •  Lead a discussion about benefits and dangers of creating pictures with digital  

technology

LESSON#1
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Pre-Class Activity:
Engage students in a whole group discussion about the characteristics  
of an appropriate picture to create and share using digital technology.  
Discuss why it is important to think about whether a picture is appropriate 
for creating and sharing before you create the picture.

Activity #1: Guided Reading
Direct students attention to pages 4-7 in the Cyman storybook. At the leader’s discretion, 
have students read pages 4-7 (either in groups, independently, or as a whole class).

Activity #2: Questions
Provide students with copies of questions on page 11 to complete. Discuss answers after 
completion.

Activity #3: Creating and Critiquing Pictures
Creating Pictures
(1)  Discuss with students the importance of thinking before creating a picture (i.e., could this 

picture harm anyone in anyway?)

(2)  Provide partners or groups of students with a digital tool that has a camera (tablets, 
laptops, iPads, phones, etc) to create their own pictures. If you have no access to these 
cameras/tools you can provide students with pictures you collect from media sources like 
the internet, magazines, etc and skip to step 4.

(3) Allow students to take pictures that are appropriate for creating and sharing.

(4)  Have students share their pictures with the whole class. Discuss why their picture is 
appropriate according to Public and Permanent™.

(5)  Discuss with students the importance of thinking before creating a picture (i.e., could this 
picture harm anyone in anyway?)

Activity #4: Public and Permanent Pictures
(1)  Discuss with the students things they wouldn’t want other people to know about. For 

example: Failing a test, accidently calling your teacher mom/dad, etc.

(2)  Provide students with a copy of activity #4: Public and Permanent Pictures on page 12 
of this curriculum. Have students either draw, cut and paste pictures, or write down 4-5 
things they wouldn’t want to share with others.

(3) Discuss if the students feel up to sharing.

LESSON#1 
ACTIVITY GUIDE
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LESSON#1 
ACTIVITY GUIDE

Critiquing Pictures:
(1)  Provide students with magazines, photographs, drawings, or other pictures created with 

digital tools.

(2) Have students critique the picture(s):
 a. How does the picture make them feel?
 b. Is it considered appropriate according to Public and Permanent™? Why or why not?
 c. What do you think the purpose of the picture was?
 d. Who could you share this picture with?

(3) Have students share their ideas with the whole class.

Whole Class Discussion:
After students have completed the assigned tasks, review the important details from the 
lesson.
•  Be sure to help students draw connections between the activities and the lessons that are 

reinforced in the Cyman story.
• Have students share their (created) pictures and critiques with the class.

Leader’s Note: What are some of the recurring themes in the students’ responses? While 
presenting their explanations, do the students seem to understand the concept of creating 
a picture that they are OK being Public and Permanent™?

Closure: Review Questions
Lead discussion about the “Smarts” and “Dangers” of creating pictures with digital 
technology.

• Explain why it is important to be safe when creating a picture using digital technology.
• List examples of pictures that are OK to create according to Public and Permanent™.
•  Ask students to identify the dangers of taking a picture that they are not OK making 

Public and Permanent™.

Leader’s Note: Are students able to explain and identify pictures that are appropriate to 
create with digital tools?
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